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Series 11 BiMetal Temperature Switches Bimetal thermostat Bi-Metal Immersion Temperature Switches
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Series 11-800 Temperature switches are low cost, slow response temperature sensor switches useful for OEM applications where the detection of cold or high temperature limits is required. These temperature switches can serve as low temperature switches or high temperature switches in six narrow differential, preset set points. SPST contacts actuate when the temperature switches case reaches its preset temperature set point.                                                                             
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Heres an affordable thermostat, packaged for use in either gas or liquid. Its small, handles pilot loads at line voltage and can be mounted in a variety of ways. This is a bi-metallic temperature switch packaged in a corrosion resistant plastic sheath incorporating a sensing section, hex section and 1/8 NPT thread for mounting purposes. It mates with a large variety of ERECTA SWITCH components so just about any mounting requirement can be satisfied. And, it can be combined with our level and flow sensors making possible many low cost, efficient solutions to otherwise complex control problems. 
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                                          11-800 Temperature switches are creep mechanisms (having no built-in differential) and are characterized by slow make/slow break and rapid cycling capa-bility. As a result these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit application.                                                                                                           
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The switch is not a snap acting device. So the potential for rapid cycling in certain situations must be taken into account. Similarly, the thermal lag caused by poor thermal conductivity of the plastic sheath limits the device to temperature changes which occur over several seconds/degree change. A time lag of 120 seconds is not uncommon for 60 degree change when immersed in water. As is the case with all Compac products, final design criteria should be based on your testing of our products, in your application, at your facility.  
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                                                                                                                                                               Within the limitations discussed in our catalog, 11-800 temperature switches are unmatched. No other temperature switch offers as much for less. And, each switch is 100% tested to assure quality and performance.
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11-800-PP Bi Metallic Switch (Polypropylene) is a slow acting immersible bimetallic temperature switch packaged in a corrosion resistant plastic sheath, incorporating a sensing section, hex section, and 1/8 NPT male threads for mounting purposes. The 11-800 Bimetallic temperature switch mates with a large variety of ERECTA SWITCH components so just about any mounting requirement can be satisfied. And, Bimetal temperature switches can be combined with our level switches and flow switches making possible many low cost, efficient solutions to otherwise complex control problems. Polypropylene Bimetal temperature switch version is suitable for temperature sensing for water, soaps , light acids.
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11-800-AC Bi Metallic Temperature Switch (Acetal) is a slow acting bimetallic temperature switch packaged in a corrosion resistant plastic sheath, incorporating a sensing section, hex section, and 1/8 NPT male threads for mounting purposes. The 11-800 Bimetal temperature switch mates with a large variety of ERECTA SWITCH components so just about any mounting requirement can be satisfied. And, Bimetallic temperature switches can be combined with our level switches and flow switches making possible many low cost, efficient solutions to otherwise complex control problems.11-800 Bi Metallic temperature switch are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Acetal Bimetal temperature switch Version is suitable for Temperature sensing in hydrocarbon applications such as gasoline, hydraulic oil, diesel fuel, and clean motor oil.
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11-800 Bi Metallic Temperature Switch (PVDF Kynar) is a slow acting bimetallic temperature switch packaged in a corrosion resistant plastic sheath, incorporating a sensing section, hex section, and 1/8 NPT male threads for mounting purposes. The 11-800 Bimetal temperature switch mates with a large variety of ERECTA SWITCH components so just about any mounting requirement can be satisfied. And, Bi Metallic temperature switches can be combined with our level switches and flow switches making possible many low cost, efficient solutions to otherwise complex control problems.11-800 Bimetal temperature switch are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these Bi Metallic temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. The PVDF Kynar Temperature Switch Version is suitable for temperature sensing in harsh acids, caustics, chlorine and other highly corrosive chemical applications.
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11-805-PP 1/4 Bulkhead - 1/2 Male NPT Temperature Switch Set (Polypropylene) adds a 10-703-BH Bulkhead fitting to the 11-800 Temperature switch. 11-805-PP Temperature Switch Sets mount from the outside in using built in 1/2" NPT male threads or mount in side out using the built in 1/4 NPT male thread and included jam nut and o ring. 11-805 temperature switch sets are suitable for temperature sensing in vehicle small reservoirs, pipe T fittings, 1/2 inch tank bulkhead fittings and more...11-800 temperature switch are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Polypropylene temperature switch version is suitable temperature sensing for water, soaps , light acids.
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11-805-AC 1/4 Bulkhead - 1/2 Male NPT Temperature Switch Set (Acetal) adds a 10-703-BH Bulkhead fitting to the 11-800 Temperature switch. 11-805-AC Temperature Switch Sets mount from the outside in using built in 1/2" NPT male threads or mount in side out using the built in 1/4 NPT male thread and in-cluded jam nut and o ring. 11-805 temperature switch sets are suitable for temperature sensing in vehicle small reservoirs, pipe T fittings, 1/2 inch tank bulkhead fittings and more...11-800 temperature switch are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling cap- ability. As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Acetal temperature switch version is suitable for temperature sensing in hydrocarbon applications such as gasoline, hydraulic oil, diesel fuel, and clean motor oil.
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11-805 1/4 Bulkhead - 1/2 Male NPT Temperature Switch Set (PVDF Kynar) adds a 10-703-BH Bulkhead fitting to the 11-800 Temperature switch. 11-805 Temperature Switch Sets mount from the outside in using built in 1/2" NPT male threads or mount in side out using the built in 1/4 NPT male thread and included jam nut and o ring. 11-805 temperature switch sets are suitable for temperature sensing in vehicle small reservoirs, pipe T fittings, 1/2 inch tank bulkhead fittings and more...11-800 temperature switch are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.The PVDF Kynar version of this temperature switch set is suitable for temperature sensing in harsh acids, caustics, chlorine and other highly corrosive chemical temperature sensor applications.
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11-805-R-PP Bulkhead - 1/2 Male NPT Wire Receptacle Temperature Switch Set adds a weather tight wire receptacle to the 11-805 temperature switch set. The innovative wire receptacle included in this temperature switch set replaces the jam nut and provides a weather tight chamber for wire splices. The  cap on this temperature switch set has a 1/2" center knock out and accommodates included liquid tight strain relief connector. 11-805-R temperature switch sets mount from the outside in using built in 1/2" NPT male threads or mount in side out using the built in 1/4 NPT male thread and included jam nut and o ring. 11-805-R temperature switch sets are suitable for temperature sensing in vehicle small reservoirs, pipe T fittings, 1/2 inch tank bulkhead fittings and more...11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Polypropylene temperature switch version is suitable for temperature sensing in water, soaps , light acids.
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11-805-R-AC Bulkhead - 1/2 Male NPT Wire Receptable Temperature Switch Set aadds a weather tight wire receptacle to the 11-805 temperature switch set. The innovative wire receptacle included in this temperature switch set replaces the jam nut and provides a weather tight chamber for wire splices. The cap on this temperature switch set has a 1/2" center knock out and accommodates included liquid tight strain relief connector. 11-805-R temperature switch sets mount from the outside in using built in 1/2" NPT male threads or mount in side out using the built in 1/4 NPT male thread and included jam nut and o ring. 11-805-R temperature switch sets are suitable for temperature sensing in vehicle small reservoirs, pipe T fittings, 1/2 inch tank bulkhead fittings and more...11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications.Acetal Temper-ature Switch Version is suitable for Temperature Sensing in hydrocarbon applications such as gasoline, hydraulic oil, diesel fuel, and clean motor oil.
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11-805-R-KR Bulkhead - 1/2 Male NPT Wire Receptacle Temperature Switch Set (PVDF Kynar) adds a weather tight wire receptacle to the 11-805 temper- ature switch set. The innovative wire receptacle included in this temperature switch set replaces the jam nut and provides a weather tight chamber for wire splices. The receptacle cap on this temperature switch set has a 1/2" center knock out and accommodates included liquid tight strain relief connector. 11-805-R temperature switch sets mount from the outside in using built in 1/2" NPT male threads or mount in side out using the built in 1/4 NPT male thread and in-cluded jam nut and o ring. 11-805-R temperature switch sets are suitable for temperature sensing in vehicle small reservoirs, pipe T fittings, 1/2 inch tank bulk- head fittings and more...11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications.The PVDF Kynar version  is suitable for temperature sensing in harsh acids, caustics, chlorine and other highly corrosive chemical temperature sensor applications.
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11-892-PP 1/4 Bulkhead Temperature Switch set adds a 1/4" NPT bulkhead fitting to the 11-800 temperature switch. The Temperature Switch seals to the bulkhead fitting with double o ring seal. Temperature switch set mounts to an existing 1/4" NPT female boss or drill a smooth hole and use the included jam nut and o ring.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Polypropylene temperature switch version is suitable for temperature sensing water, soaps , light acids.
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11-892-AC 1/4 Bulkhead Temperature Switch set adds a 1/4" NPT bulkhead fitting to the 11-800 temperature switch. The Temperature Switch seals to the bulkhead fitting with double o ring seal. Temperature switch set mounts to an existing 1/4" NPT female boss or drill a smooth hole and use the included jam nut and o ring.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Acetal temperature switch version is suitable for temperature sensing hydrocarbon applications such as gasoline, hydraulic oil, diesel fuel, and clean motor oil.
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11-892-KR 1/4 Bulkhead Temperature Switch set (PVDF Kynar) adds a 1/4" NPT bulkhead fitting to the 11-800 temperature switch. The Temperature Switch seals to the bulkhead fitting with double o ring seal. Temperature switch set mounts to an existing 1/4" NPT female boss or drill a smooth hole and use the included jam nut and o ring.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.The PVDF Kynar version of this temperature switch set is suitable for temperature sensing in harsh acids, caustics, chlorine and other highly corrosive chemical temperature sensor applications.
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11-892-R-Bi-Metallic 1/4 Bulkhead Wire Receptacle Temperature Switch Set (Polypropylene) adds a weather tight wire receptacle to the 11-892 temperature switch set. The temperature switch sets innovative wire receptacle replaces the jam nut and provides a weather tight chamber for wire splices. The temperature switch set receptacle cap has a 1/2" center knock out and accommodates included liquid tight strain relief connector. The temperature Switch seals to the bulkhead fitting with double o ring seal. Mount to an existing 1/4" NPT female boss or drill a smooth hole and use the included jam nut and o ring.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Polypropylene temperature switch version is suitable for temperature sensing water, soaps , light acids.
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11-892-R-AC Bi-Metallic 1/4 Bulkhead Wire Receptacle Temperature Switch Set adds a weather tight wire receptacle to the 11-892 temperature switch set. The temperature switch sets innovative wire receptacle replaces the jam nut and provides a weather tight chamber for wire splices. The temperature switch set receptacle cap has a 1/2" center knock out and accommodates included liquid tight strain relief connector. The temperature Switch seals to the bulkhead fitting with double o ring seal. Mount to an existing 1/4" NPT female boss or drill a smooth hole and use the included jam nut and o ring.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Acetal temperature switch version is suitable for temperature sensing hydrocarbon applications such as gasoline, hydraulic oil, diesel fuel, and clean motor oil.
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11-892-R-KR Bi-Metallic 1/4 Bulkhead Wire Receptacle Temperature Switch Set adds a weather tight wire receptacle to the 11-892 temperature switch set. The temperature switch sets innovative wire receptacle replaces the jam nut and provides a weather tight chamber for wire splices. The temperature switch set receptacle cap has a 1/2" center knock out and accommodates included liquid tight strain relief connector. The temperature Switch seals to the bulkhead fitting with double o ring seal. Mount to an existing 1/4" NPT female boss or drill a smooth hole and use the included jam nut and o ring.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.The PVDF Kynar version of this temperature switch set is suitable for temperature sensing in harsh acids, caustics, chlorine and other highly corrosive chemical temperature sensor applications.
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11-893-R-PP Bi-Metallic 1-1/4 Wire Receptacle Temperature Switch Set (Polypropylene) includes a 11-800 Temperature switch with a 1-1/4" NPT wiring receptacle providing a weather tight chamber to splice temperature switch wires to external cable. The temperature switch set receptacle cap has a 1/2" center knock out accommodating any connector with 1/2 " threads and jam nut.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Polypropylene temperature switch version is suitable for temperature sensing in water, soaps , light acids.
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11-893-R-AC Bi-Metallic 1-1/4 Wire Receptacle Temperature Switch Set (Acetal) includes a 11-800 Temperature switch with a 1-1/4" NPT wiring receptacle providing a weather tight chamber to splice temperature switch wires to external cable. The temperature switch set receptacle cap has a 1/2" center knock out accommodating any connector with 1/2 " threads and jam nut.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Acetal Temperature Switch Version is suitable for Temperature Sensing in hydrocarbon applications such as gasoline, hydraulic oil, diesel fuel, and clean motor oil.
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11-893-R-KR Bi-Metallic 1-1/4 Wire Receptacle Temperature Switch Set (PVDF Kynar) includes a 11-800 Temperature switch with a 1-1/4" NPT wiring receptacle providing a weather tight chamber to splice temperature switch wires to external cable. The temperature switch set receptacle cap has a 1/2" center knock out accommodating any connector with 1/2 " threads and jam nut.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.The PVDF Kynar version of this temperature switch set is suitable for temperature sensing in harsh acids, caustics, chlorine and other highly corrosive chemical temperature sensor applications.
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11-894-R-PP Bi-Metallic 2" NPT Wire Receptacle Temperature Switch Set (Polypropylene) includes a 11-800 temperature switch with a 1-1/4" NPT wiring receptacle providing a weather tight chamber for wire splices and a 2" NPT adapter. The receptacle cap on this temperature switch set has a 1/2" center knock out accommodating any connector with 1/2 " threads and jam nut. This temperature switch set configures our temperature switch for use in drum applications or any 2" NPT female boss.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Polypropylene temperature switch version is suitable for temperature sensing in water, soaps , light acids.
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11-894-R-KR Bi-Metallic 2" NPT Wire Receptacle Temperature Switch Set (Acetal) includes a 11-800 temperature switch with a 1-1/4" NPT wiring receptacle providing a weather tight chamber for wire splices and a 2" NPT adapter. The receptacle cap on this temperature switch set has a 1/2" center knock out accommodating any connector with 1/2 " threads and jam nut. This temperature switch set configures our temperature switch for use in drum applications or any 2" NPT female boss.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Acetal Temperature Switch Version is suitable for Temperature Sensing in hydrocarbon applications such as gasoline, hydraulic oil, diesel fuel, and clean motor oil.
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11-894-R-KR Bi-Metallic 2" NPT Wire Receptacle Temperature Switch Set (PVDF Kynar) includes a 11-800 temperature switch with a 1-1/4" NPT wiring receptacle providing a weather tight chamber for wire splices and a 2" NPT adapter. The receptacle cap on this temperature switch set has a 1/2" center knock out accommodating any connector with 1/2 " threads and jam nut. This temperature switch set configures our temperature switch for use in drum applications or any 2" NPT female boss.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.The PVDF Kynar version of this temperature switch set is suitable for temperature sensing in harsh acids, caustics, chlorine and other highly corrosive chemical temperature sensor applications.
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http://compac.com/series-11-temperature-switches/temperature-switches-sets/11-894-r-bi-metallic-2-npt-wire-receptacle-temperature-switch-set.php


http://compac.com/11-895-bi-metallic-1-4-bulkhead-snap-in-bracket-mounted-temperature-switch-set-polypropylene.php
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11-895-PP Bi-Metallic 1/4 Bulkhead /Snap-In Bracket Mounted Temperature Switch Set (Polypropylene) Is useful for applying a temperature switch to an open tank. Just drill a smooth hole and install the temperature switch bracket to the side of the tank. The temperature switch then snaps into the temperature switch bracket.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Polypropylene temperature switch version is suitable for temperature sensing in water, soaps , light acids.
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http://compac.com/11-895-bi-metallic-1-4-bulkhead-snap-in-bracket-mounted-temperature-switch-set-acetal.php
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11-895-AC Bi-Metallic 1/4 Bulkhead /Snap-In Bracket Mounted Temperature Switch Set (Acetal) Is useful for applying a temperature switch to an open tank. Just drill a smooth hole and install the temperature switch bracket to the side of the tank. The temperature switch then snaps into the temperature switch bracket.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Acetal Temperature Switch Version is suitable for Temperature Sensing in hydrocarbon applications such as gasoline, hydraulic oil, diesel fuel, and clean motor oil.
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http://compac.com/11-895-bi-metallic-1-4-bulkhead-snap-in-bracket-mounted-temperature-switch-set-kynar.php
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11-895-KR Bi-Metallic 1/4 Bulkhead /Snap-In Bracket Mounted Temperature Switch Set (PVDF Kynar) Is useful for applying a temperature switch to an open tank. Just drill a smooth hole and install the temperature switch bracket to the side of the tank. The temperature switch then snaps into the temperature switch bracket.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.The PVDF Kynar version of this temperature switch set is suitable for temperature sensing in harsh acids, caustics, chlorine and other highly corrosive chemical temperature sensor applications.
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http://compac.com/series-11-temperature-switches/temperature-switches-sets/11-895-bi-metallic-1-4-bulkhead-snap-in-bracket-mounted-temperature-switch-set.php
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11-895-R Bi-Metallic 1-1/4 NPT Wire Receptacle Temperature Switch Set (Polypropylene) Is useful for applying a temperature switch to an open tank and providing a weather tight temperature switch wiring receptacle for a clean complete temperature switch installation. Just drill a smooth hole and install the temperature switch bracket to the side of the tank. The temperature switch (including temperature switch wiring receptacle) then snaps into the temperature switch bracket.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Polypropylene temperature switch version is suitable for temperature sensing in water, soaps , light acids.
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http://compac.com/11-895-r-bi-metallic-1-1-4-npt-wire-receptacle-temperature-switch-set-acetal.php
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11-895-R Bi-Metallic 1-1/4 NPT Wire Receptacle Temperature Switch Set (Acetal) Is useful for applying a temperature switch to an open tank and providing a weather tight temperature switch wiring receptacle for a clean complete temperature switch installation. Just drill a smooth hole and install the temperature switch bracket to the side of the tank. The temperature switch (including temperature switch wiring receptacle) then snaps into the temperature switch bracket.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Acetal Version of this temperature switch set is suitable for temperature sensing in hydrocarbon applications such as gasoline, hydraulic oil, diesel fuel, and clean motor oil.
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http://compac.com/11-895-r-bi-metallic-1-1-4-npt-wire-receptacle-temperature-switch-set-kynar.php
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11-895-R-KR Bi-Metallic 1-1/4 NPT Wire Receptacle Temperature Switch Set (PVDF Kynar) Is useful for applying a temperature switch to an open tank and providing a weather tight temperature switch wiring receptacle for a clean complete temperature switch installation. Just drill a smooth hole and install the temperature switch bracket to the side of the tank. The temperature switch (including temperature switch wiring receptacle) then snaps into the temperature switch bracket.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.The PVDF Kynar version is suitable for sensing in harsh acids, caustics, chlorine and other highly corrosive chemical temperature sensor applications.
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11-888-PP Bi-Metallic Angle Connector Mounted Temperature Switch Set (Polypropylene) adapts the 11-800 temperature switch to an angle mounted temperature switch. Set includes a temperature switch, angle connector, o rings and jam nut.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Polypropylene temperature switch version is suitable for temperature sensing in water, soaps , light acids.
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11-888 Bi-Metallic Angle Connector Mounted Temperature Switch Set (Acetal) adapts the 11-800 temperature switch to an angle mounted temperature switch. Set includes a temperature switch, angle connector, o rings and jam nut.11-800 temperature switch are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications.Acetal Version of this temperature switch set is suitable for temperature sensing in hydrocarbon applications such as gasoline, hydraulic oil, diesel fuel, and clean motor oil.
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11-888-KR Bi-Metallic Angle Connector Mounted Temperature Switch Set (PVDF Kynar) adapts the 11-800 temperature switch to an angle mounted temperature switch. Set includes a temperature switch, angle connector, o rings and jam nut.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.The PVDF Kynar version of this temperature switch set is suitable for temperature sensing in harsh acids, caustics, chlorine and other highly corrosive chemical temperature sensor applications.
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11-888-R-PP Bi-Metallic Angle Connector Mounted Wiring Receptacle Temperature Switch Set (Polypropylene) adds a weather tight wire receptacle to the 11-888 temperature switch set. The temperature switch sets innovative wire receptacle replaces the jam nut and provides a weather tight chamber for wire splices. The temperature switch set receptacle cap has a 1/2" center knock out and accommodates included liquid tight strain relief connector. The angle connector adapts the 11-800 temperature switch to an angle mounted temperature switch.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Polypropylene temperature switch version is suitable for temperature sensing in water, soaps , light acids.
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11-888-R-AC Bi-Metallic Angle Connector Mounted Wiring Receptacle Temperature Switch Set (Acetal) adds a weather tight wire receptacle to the 11-888 temperature switch set. The temperature switch sets innovative wire receptacle replaces the jam nut and provides a weather tight chamber for wire splices. The temperature switch set receptacle cap has a 1/2" center knock out and accommodates included liquid tight strain relief connector. The angle connector adapts the 11-800 temperature switch to an angle mounted temperature switch.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Acetal Temperature Switch Version is suitable for Sensing in hydrocarbon applications such as gasoline, hydraulic oil, diesel fuel, and clean motor oil.
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11-888-R-KR Bi-Metallic Angle Connector Mounted Wiring Receptacle Temperature Switch Set (PVDF Kynar) adds a weather tight wire receptacle to the 11-888 temperature switch set. The temperature switch sets innovative wire receptacle replaces the jam nut and provides a weather tight chamber for wire splices. The temperature switch set receptacle cap has a 1/2" center knock out and accommodates included liquid tight strain relief connector. The angle connector adapts the 11-800 temperature switch to an angle mounted temperature switch.11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.The PVDF Kynar version is suitable for sensing in harsh acids, caustics, chlorine and other highly corrosive chemical temperature sensor applications.
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11-801-PP 1/4 Bulkhead Mounted Temperature Probe / Bi-Metallic Temperature Switch Set (Polypropylene). This temperature switch / temperature probe includes a 1/4 NPT Bulkhead fitting mount straight connector and 11-800 temperature switch. The temperature probe / Bi-Metallic temperature switch set is extended using 10-715 precision nipples (sold separately and available in 1 inch increments from 1"-70").11-800 Bi-Metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temperature probe / temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these Bi-Metallic temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Polypropylene temperature probe / Bi-Metallic temperature switch version is suitable for temperature sensing in water, soaps , light acids.
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11-801-AC 1/4 Bulkhead Mounted Temperature Probe / Bi-Metallic Temperature Switch Set (Acetal). This temperature switch / temperature probe includes a 1/4 NPT Bulkhead fitting mount straight connector and 11-800 temperature switch. The temperature probe / Bi-Metallic temperature switch set is extended using 10-715 precision nipples (sold separately and available in 1 inch increments from 1"-70").11-800 Bi-Metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temperature probe / temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these Bi-Metallic temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Acetal Temperature Switch Version is suitable for Sensing in hydrocarbon applications such as gasoline, hydraulic oil, diesel fuel, and clean motor oil.
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11-801-KR 1/4 Bulkhead Mounted Temperature Probe / Bi-Metallic Temperature Switch Set (PVDF Kynar). This temperature switch / temperature probe includes a 1/4 NPT Bulkhead fitting mount straight connector and 11-800 temperature switch. The temperature probe / Bi-Metallic temperature switch set is extended using 10-715 precision nipples (sold separately and available in 1 inch increments from 1"-70").11-800 Bi-Metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temperature probe / temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these Bi-Metallic temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.The PVDF Kynar version is suitable for sensing in harsh acids, caustics, chlorine and other highly corrosive chemical temperature sensor applications.
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11-801-R-PP 1/4 Bulkhead Mounted Wiring Receptacle Temperature Probe / Bi-Metallic Temperature       Switch Set (Polypropylene). This temperature switch / temperature probe includes a 1/4 NPT          Bulkhead fitting mount straight connector and 11-800 temperature switch. The wiring Receptacle              included in this Temperature Probe / Bi-Metallic Temperature Switch Set provides a weather                    tight  enclosure for wire splice.                           The temperature switch probe / temperature switch set is extended using 10-715 precision                                    nipples (sold separately and available in 1 inch increments from 1"-70").
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11-800 Bi-Metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temperature probe / temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Polypropylene temperature probe / Bi-Metallic temperature switch version is suitable for temperature sensing in water, soaps , light acids.
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http://compac.com/11-801-r-bi-metallic-1-4-bulkhead-verticle-mounted-wiring-receptacle-temperature-switch-set-acetal.php
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11-801-R-AC 1/4 Bulkhead Mounted Wiring Receptacle Temperature Probe / Bi-Metallic Temperature       Switch Set (Acetal). This temperature switch / temperature probe includes a 1/4 NPT Bulkhead fitting               mount straight connector and 11-800 temperature switch. The wiring Receptacle included in this                      Temperature Probe / Temperature Switch Set provides a weather tight enclosure for wire                               splice. The temperature switch probe / temperature switch set is extended using 10-715                                        precision nipples (sold separately and available in 1 inch increments from 1"-70").
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 11-800 temperature switch (switching element of this temperature probe / temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Acetal Temperature Probe / Temperature Switch Version is suitable for Temperature Sensing in hydrocarbon applications such as gasoline, hydraulic oil, diesel fuel, and clean motor oil.
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11-801-R-KR 1/4 Bulkhead Mounted Wiring Receptacle Temperature Probe / Bi-Metallic Temperature        Switch Set (PVDF Kynar). This temperature switch / temperature probe includes a 1/4 NPT Bulkhead                fitting mount straight connector and 11-800 temperature switch. The wiring Receptacle included                        in this Temperature Probe / Bi-Metallic Temperature Switch Set provides a weather tight                               enclosure for wire splice. The temperature switch probe / temperature switch set is                                       extended using 10-715 precision nipples (sold separately and available in 1 inch                                               increments from 1"-70").
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11-800 Bi-Metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temperature probe / temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.The PVDF Kynar version of this Temperature Probe / Bi-Metallic Temperature Switch Set set is suitable for temperature sensing in harsh acids, caustics, chlorine and other highly corrosive chemical temperature sensor applications.
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11-802-R-PP 1-1/4 Mounted Wire Receptacle Temperature Probe / Bi-Metallic Temperature Switch Set                    (Polypropylene). This temperature switch / temperature probe includes a 1-1/4 NPT wiring receptacle                 mount, straight connector and 11-800 Bi-Metallic temperature switch. The Temperature Probe /                         Bi-Metallic Temperature Switch Set receptacle cap has a 1/2" center knock out and set provides                                a liquid tight strain relief connector. The temperature probe / temperature switch set is                                         extended using 10-715 precision nipples (sold separately and available in 1 inch                                                     increments from 1"-70").
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11-800 Bi-Metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temperature probe / temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these Bi-Metallic temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Polypropylene temperature probe / temperature switch version is suitable for temperature sensing in water, soaps , light acids.
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11-802-R-AC 1-1/4 Mounted Wire Receptacle Temperature Probe / Bi-Metallic Temperature Switch Set         (Acetal).  This temperature switch / temperature probe includes a 1-1/4 NPT wiring receptacle mount,                 straight connector and 11-800 Bi-Metallic temperature switch. The Temperature Probe / Bi-Metallic                                        Temperature Switch Set receptacle cap has a 1/2" center knock out and set provides a liquid tight                                strain relief connector. The temperature probe / temperature switch set is extended using                                        10-715 precision nipples (sold separately and available in 1 inch increments from 1"-70").
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11-800 Bi-Metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temperature probe / temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these Bi-Metallic temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Acetal Temperature Probe / Temperature Switch Version is suitable for Temperature Sensing in hydrocarbon applications such as gasoline, hydraulic oil, diesel fuel, and clean motor oil.
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11-802-R-KR 1-1/4 Mounted Wire Receptacle Temperature Probe / Bi-Metallic Temperature Switch Set           (PVDF Kynar). This temperature switch / temperature probe includes a 1-1/4 NPT wiring receptacle                     mount, straight connector and 11-800 Bi-Metallic temperature switch. The Temperature Probe                            / Bi-Metallic Temperature Switch Set receptacle cap has a 1/2" center knock out and set                                   provides a liquid tight strain relief connector. The temperature probe / temperature                                                switch set is extended using 10-715 precision nipples (sold separately and                                                          available in 1 inch increments from 1"-70").
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11-800 Bi-Metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temperature probe / temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these Bi-Metallic temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.The PVDF Kynar version of this Temperature Probe / Temperature Switch Set set is suitable for temperature sensing in harsh acids, caustics, chlorine and other highly corrosive chemical temperature sensor applications.
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11-803-R-PP 2" NPT Wire Receptacle Temperature Probe / Bi-Metallic Temperature Switch Set                    (Polypropylene) This temperature switch / temperature probe includes a 1-1/4 NPT wiring                   receptacle and a 2" NPT adapter mount, straight connector and 11-800 Bi-Metallic                           temperature switch. The Temperature Probe / Bi-Metallic Temperature Switch                                  Set receptacle cap has a 1/2" center knock out and set provides a liquid tight                                           strain relief connector. The temperature probe / temperature switch set                                                  is extended using 10-715 precision nipples (sold separately and                                                          available in 1 inch increments from 1"-70").
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11-800 Bi-Metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temperature probe / temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these Bi-Metallic temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Polypropylene temperature probe / temperature switch version is suitable for temperature sensing in water, soaps , light acids.
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11-803-R-AC 2" NPT Wire Receptacle Temperature Probe / Bi-Metallic Temperature Switch Set (Acetal)           This temperature switch / temperature probe includes a 1-1/4 NPT wiring receptacle and a 2" NPT                    adapter mount, straight connector and 11-800 Bi-Metallic temperature switch. The Temperature                          Probe / Bi-Metallic Temperature Switch Set receptacle cap has a 1/2" center knock out and                                    set provides a liquid tight strain relief connector. The temperature probe / temperature                                             switch set is extended using 10-715 precision nipples (sold separately and avail-                                                    able in 1 inch increments from 1"-70").
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11-800 Bi-Metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temperature probe / temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these Bi-Metallic temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Acetal Temperature Probe / Temperature Switch Version is suitable for Temperature Sensing in hydrocarbon applications such as gasoline, hydraulic oil, diesel fuel, and clean motor oil.
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11-803-R-KR 2" NPT Wire Receptacle Temperature Probe / Bi-Metallic Temperature Switch Set (PVDF           Kynar) This temperature switch / temperature probe includes a 1-1/4 NPT wiring receptacle and a                   2" NPT adapter mount, straight connector and 11-800 Bi-Metallic temperature switch. The                         Temperature Probe / Bi-Metallic Temperature Switch Set receptacle cap has a 1/2" center                                   knock out and set provides a liquid tight strain relief connector. The temperature probe                                          / temperature switch set is extended using 10-715 precision nipples (sold separat-                                                  ely and available in 1 inch increments from 1"-70").
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11-800 Bi-Metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temperature probe / temperature switch set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these Bi-Metallic temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.The PVDF Kynar version of this Temperature Probe / Temperature Switch Set set is suitable for temperature sensing in harsh acids, caustics, chlorine and other highly corrosive chemical temperature sensor applications.
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11-809-PP Snap-In Bracket Temperature Probe / Bi-Metallic Temperature Switch Set (Polypro-pylene) Is useful for applying a temperature probe / Bi metallic temperature switch to an open tank. Just drill a smooth hole and install the temperature probe bracket to the side of the tank. The temp-erature probe then snaps into the temperature switch bracket.11-800 Bi-metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temperature probe set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Polypropylene temperature probe / temperature switch version is suitable for temperature sensing in water, soaps , light acids.
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11-809-AC Snap-In Bracket Temperature Probe / Bi-Metallic Temperature Switch Set (Acetal) Is useful for applying a temperature probe / Bi metallic temperature switch to an open tank. Just drill a smooth hole and install the temperature probe bracket to the side of the tank. The temperature probe then snaps into the temperature switch bracket.11-800 Bi-metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temperature probe set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Acetal Temperature Probe / Temperature Switch Version is suitable for Temperature Sensing in hydrocarbon applications such as gasoline, hydraulic oil, diesel fuel, and clean motor oil.
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11-809-KR Snap-In Bracket Temperature Probe / Bi-Metallic Temperature Switch Set (PVDF Kynar) Is useful for applying a temperature probe / Bi metallic temperature switch to an open tank. Just drill a smooth hole and install the temperature probe bracket to the side of the tank. The temperature probe then snaps into the temperature switch bracket.11-800 Bi-metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temperature probe set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.The PVDF Kynar version of this temperature switch set is suitable for temperature sensing in harsh acids, caustics, chlorine and other highly corrosive chemical temperature sensor applications.
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11-809-R-PP Snap-In Bracket Mounted Wiring Receptacle Temperature Probe / Bimetal Temperature Switch Set (Polypropylene) Is useful for applying a temperature probe / Bi metallic temperature switch to an open tank and includes a weather tight wiring receptacle. Just drill a smooth hole and install the temperature probe bracket to the side of the tank. The temperature probe then snaps into the temperature switch bracket.11-800 Bi-metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temperature probe set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Polypropylene temperature probe / temperature switch version is suitable for temperature sensing in water, soaps , light acids.
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11-809-R-AC Snap-In Bracket Mounted Wire Receptacle Temperature Probe / Bimetal Temperature Switch Set (Acetal) Is useful for applying a temperature probe / Bi metallic temperature switch to an open tank and includes a weather tight wiring receptacle. Just drill a smooth hole and install the temperature probe bracket to the side of the tank. The temperature probe then snaps into the temperature switch bracket.11-800 Bi-metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temperature probe set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Acetal Temperature Probe / Temperature Switch Version is suitable for Temperature Sensing in hydrocarbon applications such as gasoline, hydraulic oil, diesel fuel, and clean motor oil.
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11-809-R-KR Snap-In Bracket Mounted Wiring Receptacle Temperature Probe / Bimetal Temperature Switch Set (PVDF Kynar) Is useful for applying a temperature probe / Bi metallic temperature switch to an open tank and includes a weather tight wiring receptacle. Just drill a smooth hole and install the temperature probe bracket to the side of the tank. The temperature probe then snaps into the temperature switch bracket.11-800 Bi-metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temperature probe set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.The PVDF Kynar version of this temperature switch set is suitable for temperature sensing in harsh acids, caustics, chlorine and other highly corrosive chemical temperature sensor applications.
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11-810-PP Angle Connector Mounted Extended Temperature Probe / Bimetallic Temperature Switch Set (Polypropylene) Is useful for applying a temperature probe / Bi metallic temperature switch to an open tank. Just drill a smooth hole in the side of the tank above the liquid line and install the temperature probe angle connector to the side of the tank.11-800 Bi-metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temp-erature probe set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these Bimetal temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Polypropylene temperature probe / temperature switch version is suitable for temperature sensing in water, soaps , light acids.
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11-810-AC Angle Connector Mounted Extended Temperature Probe / Bimetallic Temperature Switch Set (Acetal) Is useful for applying a temperature probe / Bi metallic temperature switch to an open tank. Just drill a smooth hole in the side of the tank above the liquid line and install the temperature probe angle connector to the side of the tank.11-800 Bi-metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temper-ature probe set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these Bimetal temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Acetal Bimetal temperature switch Version is suitable for Temperature sensing in hydrocarbon applications such as gasoline, hydraulic oil, diesel fuel, and clean motor oil.
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11-810-KR Angle Connector Mounted Extended Temperature Probe / Bimetallic Temperature Switch Set (PVDF Kynar) Is useful for applying a temperature probe / Bi metallic temperature switch to an open tank. Just drill a smooth hole in the side of the tank above the liquid line and install the temperature probe angle connector to the side of the tank.11-800 Bi-metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temper-ature probe set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these Bimetal temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.The PVDF Kynar Temperature Switch Version is suitable for temperature sensing in harsh acids, caustics, chlorine and other highly corrosive chemical applications.
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11-810-R-PP Angle Connector Mounted Receptacle Extended Temperature Probe / Bimetallic Temperature Switch Set (Polypropylene) Is useful for apply-ing a temperature probe / Bi metallic temperature switch to an open tank and enclose wiring in a weather tight enclosure. Just drill a smooth hole in the side of the tank above the liquid line and install the temperature probe angle conn-ector to the side of the tank and use the wiring receptacle as the jam nut on the outside of the tank.11-800 Bi-metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temperature probe set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these Bimetal temperature switches are suited for both control and limit appli-cations. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Polypropylene temperature probe / temperature switch version is suitable for temperature sensing in water, soaps , light acids.
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11-810-R-AC Angle Connector Mounted Receptacle Extended Temperature Probe / Bimetallic Temperature Switch Set (Acetal) Is useful for applying a temperature probe / Bi metallic temperature switch to an open tank and enclose wiring in a weather tight enclosure. Just drill a smooth hole in the side of the tank above the liquid line and install the temperature probe angle connector to the side of the tank and use the wiring receptacle as the jam nut on the outside of the tank.11-800 Bi-metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temperature probe set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are char-acterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability.As a result, these Bimetal temperature switches are suited for both control and limit app-lications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.Acetal Bimetal temperature switch Version is suitable for Temperature sensing in hydrocarbon applications such as gasoline, hydraulic oil, diesel fuel, and clean motor oil.
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11-810-R-KR Angle Connector Mounted Receptacle Extended Temperature Probe / Bimetallic Temperature Switch Set (PVDF Kynar) Is useful for applying a temperature probe / Bi metallic temperature switch to an open tank and enclose wiring in a weather tight enclosure. Just drill a smooth hole in the side of the tank above the liquid line and install the temperature probe angle connector to the side of the tank and use the wiring receptacle as the jam nut on the outside of the tank.11-800 Bi-metallic temperature switch (switching element of this temperature probe set) are creep mechanisms (having no built in differential) and are characterized by slow make / slow break and rapid cycling capability. As a result, these Bimetal temperature switches are suited for both control and limit applications. Also found under temperature sensor, temperature probe, and thermal switch.The PVDF Kynar Temperature Switch Version is suitable for temperature sensing in harsh acids, caustics, chlorine and other highly corrosive chemical applications.
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